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 Dreaming of Dylan brings the two collectively for a weird and fantastic romp through the ways
the mercurial musical get better at shows up inside our subconscious states.Possibly the only
subject even more fascinating than the mysterious world of dreams is the mysterious world of
Bob Dylan. Celebrated article writer and musician Mary Lee Kortes lovingly curated this off-kilter
collection of nocturnal visions. Taken collectively they’ Bob Dylan once sang, “ Some dreams are
poignant;ll enable you to be in my dreams if I can be in yours.” And be in them he provides! There
are plenty of musical dreamers right here, from the incomparable Patti Smith to Squirrel Nut
Zippers frontman Jimbo Mathus to Kevin Odegard, whose guitar can be heard on the memorable
intro to “Tangled Up in Blue,”pastors, from dentists to  some are disturbing;Not to mention the
everyday dreamers, from plumbers to poets and  among others.lawyers and psychotherapists.I’ 
among others are nothing lacking bizarre. Paired with over 100 original pictures and illustrations,
these dreams will captivate you with techniques you never expected.re an enthralling look at
what the famously enigmatic singer/songwriter symbolizes in the deepest recesses of our
thoughts.
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One time a crazy dream found me. This wonderful assortment of dreams is accompanied by
gorgeous artwork that I love looking at over and over. I first heard about the idea for this book
back in 2006, when the author emailed me asking if a fantasy I actually had posted to rec. That is
something unexpected and very different from the usual books on Bob Dylan.) :) Unique and
endearing book.) that a amount of Dylan followers have shared with writer Mary Lee Kortes. The
majority of the dreams have become short, and often quite bizarre, but often entertaining and on
top of that, lavishly illustrated.dylan could possibly be used for a future book. Bravo! This is
original! Great Book!. There is, not merely the fun of a desire on each page, there's the trippy
dream artwork and photos to consider you into the wish. Visually, the book is stunning. I happily
stated yes, and over the years sometimes wondered if the idea ever found fruition, and now,
because of Google News having a story on the book, I've one in hand, and may say it's very done
well, and my dream, the one about the fishing motorcyclist, was included. Compiling this
collection from worldwide contributors can be an incredible feat in itself. Dreaming of Dylan Just
what a delight for Dylan fans and anyone thinking about a compilation of subconscious thoughts
and aspirations! It’s better still than playing Charades! This is a great publication for any Dylan
fan's espresso table! I love the artwork and design of the publication. After reading and re-
reading, I will have my own "Dylan" contribution for "Dreaming of Dylan, Publication II". It has
been a very enjoyable read that i highly recommend. Dreaming of Dylan I am so proud to become
a section of this wonderful book by an artist I have very long admired Mary Lee Kortes We
encourage all Dylanophiles to include this reserve to your collection you won't be
disappointed.Dreams of Dylan! This book is more than I imagined it will be! I want to talk about it
with everyone! Great present for the holiday season.music. Great Read! Thank you, Mary Lee!
Beautiful Book of Dylan Dreams Wide-ranging longs for Bob from all sorts of people. I really loved
this book my Mary Lee Kortes! A very special and unusual encounter for the Dylan enthusiast. Do
You Dream? What a publication! Dreams are spacey plenty of, and now a book about Dreams! I
personal many books about Bob dylan which is an excellent addition compared to that
collection. I recommend it, for yourself, for friends and for presents that Dylan followers will get a
shot of love from. The dreams are informed with deep feeling are are occur a beautifully
designed book. Awesome book Great concept for a book. Fun stories, brilliantly organized with
cool art! Fun Book Okay you Boomers – Mary Lee Kortes in Dreaming of Dylan, has finally
produced a book that's worthy of a particular place on your coffee desk (should you have one).
This publication is a fun, crazy trip through peoples' subconscious as they talk about their
dreams of the influential music man. But a lot more fun, if you’re say hosting a celebration, is to
choose it up and also have friends browse these dreams aloud and discover what merriment
evolves. The dreams are sometimes believable may more moments crazed and most definitely,
creative. Phrases from dreams of individuals from all walks of life. Have fun! Bob Dylan is in my
own mind and on my mind--a songwriter and poet for all of us This is a great book to learn, with
beautiful photos and art that evoke the life span and times of Bob Dyan and the themes that
come up in the dreams. Not merely are the dreams fun to learn but also they connect you to
people all over the world who like Bob Dylan and his music--more than enough to dream about
him. The dreams are on the other hand beautiful, funny, simple, complicated, and actually weird
(as dreams frequently are). Some are one-period dreams, some are recurring. They involve Dylan
in music, politics, eating, family, sex, loss of life, traveling, or just conversations with Bob. The
majority of the dreamers are just anyone else, although Patti Smith made a contribution. By
scanning this book, you learn more about Dylan and the globe of people who feel that link with
Dylan, his music, and his world-view. This reserve is a must-read for Dylan fans! "Dreaming of



Dylan: 115 LONGS FOR Bob" is an excellent book to enjoy again & makes a great coffee table
book. Filled with enigmatic dreams about and witty accompanying illustrations associated with
our very own enigmatic Bob Dylan, it is possible to enjoy reading them at your leisure..
Congratulations to Mary Lee Kortes on this clever creation. This is a perfect holiday gift & again
Bob Dylan is such a music icon, it seems sensible that he has visited so many people in their
dreams. (I would recommend gifting someone to yourself too. It's a publication containing 115
dreams (obtain it?.. This book is a feast for the eyes and the heart. It’s a beautiful book, a brilliant
interesting concept and it’s a genuine delight to peer into different people’s dreams and romantic
relationship with Bob Dylan. I think you don’t even need to be a Dylan Super fan to enjoy this
engaging publication and it’s artwork. It’s a perfect gift because it’s the kind of book that has a
actual shelf life and can be enjoyed for a long time. This might make an excellent gift, Christmas
or otherwise, for the Bob Dylan enthusiast in your daily life, or just something special for yourself.
For all your Dylan fans in your daily life This book is so inspiring and insightful as well. The art is
properly chosen to reflect a perfect marriage. Almost everyone has a take if not necessarily a
dream of what this venturing troubadour means to them. Mary Lee Kortes has done a labour of
love with this book.
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